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1.

Our Experience
Carbon credit investments are spurred by a diverse range of motivations. Whether it
concerns a large corporation committed to offset emissions, or individuals seeking
to counteract the adverse affects that our businesses and lifestyles have on our
environment, Carbon-expert can recommend a carbon credit investment that suits
your requirements. In addition, this globally recognised carbon exchange system
provides the added benefit of offering short and longterm profits for the investor.
It is essential that before a Carbon Credit investment is made, all aspects of the
process are considered and understood – including both the voluntary and the
compliance markets. The Carbon-expert team has a wealth of unique experience
that includes all aspects of the exchange from the grass-roots of international
projects through to the financial allocations and management of clients’ carbon
credit portfolios. It is this experience that makes our team the experts when it comes
to Carbon Credit investments.
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2.

Our Expertise
Carbon-expert is a leading international broker
of carbon credits because it has the expertise
to ensure that investments suit the specific
requirements of the individual. This bespoke
service is provided by a team of individuals
collectively educated to provide a conclusive
range of expertise in the Carbon exchange
protocol, the
global financial markets,
emerging markets blue-chip companies
and environmental projects. Our team of
professionals have been specifically selected
due to their unique knowledge and experience,
providing a service that you can trust for short,
long and medium-term investments.
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3.

Our Projects
Today, international governments and governing authorities
acknowledge that the way that we live produces carbon
emissions. Therefore, international projects that have a
proven ability to reduce carbon emissions have been
recognized by authorities such as the Kyoto protocol and
provided with an income stream in the form of carbon credits.
Carbon-expert has hand-picked specific green developments
that aid the future health of our world and advises clients on
the best investments to suit their requirements.
Currently Carbon-expert is involved in creating alternative
resources in India, Brazil and China with many other
internationally beneficial projects in the pipeline for the
emerging BRIC countries.
Carbon-expert specialises in verified carbon credits for the
voluntary market.
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4.

Our

Hands-on approach
The Carbon Credit market is now reported to be worth approximately US$188 billion. This is one of the
only markets that continues to grow in value, despite international downturns, and so we believe that
it is essential to have a thorough understanding of all aspects of the exchange.
The team of individuals that makes up the Carbon-expert team have personally invested in the Carbon
Credit market and been very successful. But equally, they have also worked within the projects that
aid global sustainability.
The Carbon-expert team does not simply advise on the Carbon Credit protocol and the best way to
profit from such investment, it also has a hands-on approach that is unique within the industry.
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5.

Our International offices
Carbon trading is now a major global concern and so we manage our network of professionals from international
offices in Spain (one of the biggest supporters of the Kyoto Protocol in Europe), Gibraltar and the UK. This
network ensures that Carbon-expert comprises the best professional, multi-lingual brokers who work to provide
the most successful Carbon Credit investments for our clients.
Invest in Carbon Credits and Invest in our future....
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1. Our Experience

all aspects of the Carbon Credit exchange from the grass-roots to portfolio management

2. Our Expertise

Carbon exchange, financial market, emerging market, blue-chip and environmental project experts

3.

Our Projects alternative resources in India, Brazil and China

4. Our Hands-on approach

successful Carbon Credit investors and global sustainability project contributors

5.

Our International offices Spain, Gibraltar and the UK

If you are considering a Carbon Credit investment, please contact a member of the Carbon-expert team
Tel: +44 (0) 20 3137 5480 · +34 951 191 011 · Email: info@carbon-expert.com · www.carbon-expert.com
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